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I am in awe of all the 
portraits and patterns 
designed and stitched by 
Stitch People members. I 
have been collecting Stitch 
People books for a while, 
but am just now diving in 
to designing my own 
portraits. As a newbie, I 
needed to start o� with 
something simple, and the 
gorgeous sunsets over the 
Chesapeake Bay inspired 
this pattern.

I am a Navy Wife, SAHM of 
3 fantastic kids along with 
a German Shepherd and a 
tuxedo kitty, and an 
aspiring writer. 

I have been cross stitching 
since the end of college 
(over 20 years), and it has 
been an invaluable outlet 
for keeping calm, feeling 
productive, and being 
creative. Getting to enjoy 
cross stitching with friends 
and learning new 
techniques has made it 
even better. I am looking 
forward to progressing 
with Stitch People portrait 
designs and joining more 
events in the future. Happy 
Stitching!



 

 

Legend: Stitches (3 strands) 
DMC Cotton 3 tin - md 
DMC Cotton 741 tangerine - md 
DMC Cotton 738 tan - vy lt 
DMC Cotton 3705 melon - dk 
DMC Cotton 600 cranberry - vy dk 
DMC Cotton 917 plum - md 
DMC Cotton 3837 lavender - ul dk 
DMC Cotton 333 blue violet - vy dk 

 
Legend: BackStitch Lines (2 strands) 
DMC Cotton 743 yellow - md 
DMC Cotton White white 



DISCOVER MORE JOY
As a member of the Stitch People Club, you'll 

have a lot to look forward to. Join us to gain 
access to a range of exclusive perks that will 
take your stitching to a new level.

JOIN THE SP CLUB!

Connect with fellow stitchers and work 
on your latest projects while enjoying 
your favorite bevvies and snacks!

MONTHLY-SIP-N-STITCH

FREE PATTERN
Receive a unique pattern each month, 
exclusive to club members, that you can 
stitch for yourself or a loved one.

BEHIND THE SCENES
If you're on Instagram you'll be added to Stitch 
People's "Close Friends" list to see exclusive, 
behind-the-scenes Stitch People stories. You 
can also opt into the Stitch People Club text 
message updates!

MONTHLY CLASS
Enjoy a 90-minute class each month to help 
re�ne your skills and learn new techniques!

DISCOUNT
Members of the Stitch People Club enjoy a 
perpetual 15% shop discount at 
stitchpeople.com you can use to stock up 
on all the materials and supplies you need 
to bring your portraits to life.

GIVE IT A TRY! 
Join now and receive 50% off  your �rst 
two months of membership using the code 
half2months at checkout!

EXAMPLES STITCHED BY ARKA C
O

TA

15%
OFF




